
 

Indicators and trends  
Monitoring climate change adaptation  

 

Indicator name Version 

BB13 Proportion of local authority areas under impermeable surfaces; Change 
in impermeable surfacing in built-up areas 

22/09/16 

Indicator type:  Risk/opportunity Impact Action 
  X 

SCCAP Theme SCCAP Objective CCRA risk/opportunity 

Buildings and Infrastructure 
Networks  

B2, B3 BE10/BE11/BE12/BE15/BE18/FL6/FL24: 
Property at significant risk of flooding 

FL7/FL24/FL27: Flooding of non-
residential property 

 

At a glance 

• Removal of vegetation and building over green space increase the volume and rate of surface 
water runoff in urban areas. 

• There has been a net increase in the area of impermeable surface for Scotland of 101 km2, 
7.5% (between 2008 and 2015) 

• The areas with the greatest proportion of sealed land are the four main cities (Glasgow, 
Edinburgh, Aberdeen and Dundee), and central Scotland (from Inverclyde on the west to Fife 
in the east) 

• No local authority reduced the area of sealed land between 2008 and 2015. The local 
authorities with the greatest proportional increase in sealed land are West Lothian and East 
Ayrshire, followed by Midlothian, East Renfrewshire and Argyll and Bute. 

 

Latest Figure Trend 

2015:  
• 1,527 km2 of impermeable surfaces; 1.9% 

of total local authority areas 
• Net increase of 101km2 (7.5%) since 2008 

Increasing 

 

Why is this indicator important? 

Changes in built land use are increasing the area of impermeable land surfaces in Scotland. This has the 
potential to modify the runoff and the impact of flooding and weather events, as well as longer term 
hydrological routing. Surface water runoff has been identified as a significant contributing factor to 
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flooding, the effects of which can be considerable where runoff from urban area is rapid and exceeds 
the drainage capacity of an area.  

The UK Climate Projections (UKCP09) (Scottish Government, 2014) indicate that, broadly, the climate 
in Scotland will become warmer throughout the year, with hotter and drier summers and milder but 
wetter autumn and winters. It also notes that over the last 30 years rainfall has been increasing in 
Scotland, with more frequent concentrated rainfall events. These projections imply that water inputs 
will increase, leading to increased runoff.  

The Surface Water Management Planning Guidance (Scottish Government, 2013) notes that the 
removal of vegetation and building over green space reduces infiltration and evapotranspiration, 
thereby increasing the volume and rate of surface water runoff in urban areas. However, prior to this 
work, there was no pre-existing quantitative estimate of the extent of impermeable surfaces available 
for Scotland, nor the rate of geographic distribution of change. 

This indicator is for use in monitoring the changes in extent of impermeable surfaces at a local authority 
level. 

Related Indicators: 
BB1: Property at risk of flooding (residential)  
BB3: Property at risk of flooding (non-residential) 

 

What is happening now? 

The total area of impermeable surfaces in Scotland in 2015 is 1,527 km2 (Figure 1). The trend for 
Scotland is the integration of all changes, providing a net figure for the change in area of impermeable 
surfaces. This gives an increase in the area of impermeable surfaces in Scotland, between 2008 and 
2015, of 7.5% (corresponding to a net increase of more than 101 km2)(Figure 2). However, the area of 
land use change is greater than that of the sealed area. Generally, the process of change in land use is 
over a longer time period than changes in land cover (i.e. from permeable to impermeable or vice 
versa).  
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Figure 1. Total cover of impermeable surfaces per local authority, 2015 (% of total area) 
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Figure 2. Increase in impermeable surface area per local authority: 2008 to 2015 (%) 

 

1. Land formerly used for industrial and commercial premises is being redeveloped for a variety 
of uses, such as retail outlets (and associated car parking), residential properties and associated 
transport infrastructure. 

2. Land used for secondary (and associated) industries such as shipbuilding, iron and steel works, 
is being redeveloped for residential properties (e.g. Falkirk, Greenock, West Dunbartonshire, 
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Renfrewshire), and educational establishments (e.g. Clydebank Waterfront), or mixed use 
including extensive greenspaces (e.g. Ravenscraig, Motherwell). 

3. Redevelopment of public and private sector housing is increasing the number of domestic 
properties with associated gardens, open spaces and transport infrastructure. The 
characteristics of design of individual residential developments will have significance with 
respect to the change in proportion of sealing.  

4. Merging, replacement and construction of school buildings and associated land is changing the 
proportions of sealed land in these areas. Such developments are progressively increasing the 
extent of artificial surfaces (e.g. sports fields from grass and from tarmacadam) in all local 
authorities. 

5. Redevelopment of former public sector infrastructure, particularly sites for education or health 
services to residential properties (e.g. East Renfrewshire, East Dunbartonshire, West 
Dunbartonshire).  

6. Development of greenfield sites for residential properties, in most local authorities (e.g. south 
Inverness, suburbs of Aberdeen, Newton Mearns, Dunblane, Ayr). 

7. Development of new, major transport infrastructure (e.g. Aberdeen City, Aberdeenshire, Fife, 
West Lothian) 

8. Number of residential properties (public and private sectors) increased by 115,000 between 
2008 and 2015 (Scottish Government Housing Statistics for Scotland, 2015). 

9. Redevelopment of former sports grounds to retail facilities (e.g. Dumbarton, Clydebank, Perth, 
to retail parks). 

10. Construction of major new health service facilities (e.g. most significantly, Glasgow and 
Edinburgh, but also Ayr, Clydebank, Falkirk). 

11. Development of Commonwealth Games site(s) in east Glasgow, contributing to a reduction in 
the proportion of sealed area. 

 

What is projected to happen in the future? 

1. Potential expansion of health service facilities. 
2. Development of new, major transport infrastructure (e.g. A96 dualling, Inverness to Aberdeen; 

dualling, A9 Perth to Inverness). 
3. Projects on land currently identified as ‘under development’ will be completed (e.g. residential 

properties and associated landscaping). 
4. Ongoing development of residential properties with associated road and footpath 

infrastructure. For example, West Lothian is planning a further 5,822 houses between 2014 and 
2021, and Midlothian 5,744 houses for the same period. Both local authorities are anticipated 
substantial housing post-2021 (7,562 and 4,628 respectively). The Aberdeen City and Shire 
Housing Land Audit 2016 anticipates a five-year effective supply of 14,760. 

 

Patterns of change 

Overall:   

Geographically, the areas of largest proportion of sealed land are the four main cities of Scotland 
(Glasgow, Edinburgh, Aberdeen and Dundee), and central Scotland, from Inverclyde on the west to Fife 
in the east. As a percentage of authority area, Highland and Argyll and Bute have the least sealed land.  
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There is no local authority with a reduction in the area of sealed land between 2008 and 2015. The local 
authorities with the greatest proportional increase in sealed land are West Lothian and East Ayrshire, 
followed by Midlothian, East Renfrewshire and Argyll and Bute.  

The types of change with the largest impact on the reduction in the extent of impermeable surface are 
from previous industrial and commercial uses such as shipbuilding and other industries to a cleared and 
unsealed state (e.g. areas of former shipbuilding such as Clydebank, Annex 1(i); Greenock/Port 
Glasgow, Annex 1(ii)).  

Although temporary, such a state may be for periods of 5 to 10 years awaiting specific plans or 
investment to come to fruition (e.g. Falkirk, Annex (iii)).  

Regionally:  

In rural areas, new sealing of land in rural areas is arising due to small scale development, extending 
existing population centres (e.g. Tyndrum, Annex 1(iv), leading to a greater change in percentage of 
sealed area, e.g. Argyll and Bute); new access infrastructure and bases for wind turbines (e.g. South 
Ayrshire, Moray); single property developments with associated driveways (e.g. Stirlingshire, South 
Ayrshire; East Dunbartonshire; Annex 1(v)); expansion of sealed areas associated with farm steadings, 
reflecting investment in infrastructure or diversification (e.g. Annex 1(vi)).  

Large scale change in rural areas includes expansion of quarry operations, which are included in the 
calculation of impermeable surfaces for this indicator. This is the principal explanation for the 
proportionately large increase in sealed areas in East Ayrshire (e.g. Annex 1(vii)), parts of Argyll and 
Bute, and Midlothian. 

Artificial surfaces introduced to rural areas are equestrian facilities (notably in South Ayrshire and 
Stirlingshire), and in urban areas it is sports fields at educational facilities. The effect on proportions 
sealed is dependent upon the design and technology used. 

Within urban areas change is occurring at large and small scales. Notable amongst examples of small 
scale change is the sealing of front gardens for easier maintenance or for off-road parking (e.g. Annex 
1(viii), South Ayrshire). In other developments the design of properties and communal or parking space 
is almost completely sealed (e.g. Annex 1(ix), or completely sealed (Annex(x)). Some change within 
urban areas leads to changes in the spatial arrangement of sealed and unsealed areas, but not 
necessarily the overall extent (e.g. Union Square development, Aberdeen). 

In peri-urban areas, developments of residential properties on greenfield sites are increasing the area 
of sealed land, but the proportion is dependent on building design (e.g. extent of sealing at front and 
back of house, Annex 1(xi)). However, the extension of housing and associated transport infrastructure 
on greenfield sites explains a significant proportion of change in Aberdeenshire (e.g. towns of Westhill, 
Inverurie, Portlethen, Cove), and Falkirk (e.g. Mungal Farm). Other such significant developments are 
changes in use from public sector land uses to private or mixed ownership (e.g. Woodilee Hospital 
redeveloped as Woodilee Village), or new sites for research and development (e.g. Royal Dick School 
of Veterinary Studies, Midlothian; Annex 1(xii)). 

Reductions in the percentage of area sealed are also apparent. These reductions are most notably in 
relation to the clearance of former housing and either the development of new properties with 
associated landscaping with a smaller extent of sealed land, or the site being vacant with development 
not yet commenced.  
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Interpretation of indicator trends 

The indicator is not of changes in land use. Changes in land use provide the context for the land cover 
and associated permeability. However, some changes may lead to the same land use but with different 
levels of permeability, or drainage infrastructure due to choice of design or materials (e.g. sports pitch 
of a grass or all-weather surface). Changes in land use may also reflect phases of strategic plans for 
development (e.g. Clyde Waterfront, Clydebank), or progressive development involving more than 1 
company with associated planning gain (e.g. housing, school, other services).  

The largest areal units of change in land cover are from sealed to unsealed, principally the clearing and 
remediation of a former industrial site (e.g. Ravenscraig steelworks). Such changes may be temporary, 
or for limited periods and may lead to permeable surfaces, from previously impermeable. This creates 
opportunities for introducing new features or forms of urban design leading to a net reduction in 
impermeable surface within the boundary of the previous land use. 

The largest areal units of change to a sealed surface are to car parks associated with retail parks or 
public services (e.g. hospitals). All observed are changes from mixed land cover types, thus not 100% 
from permeable to impermeable surfaces. Some such parking areas have vegetation or other green 
features. There is no clear pattern of inclusion of such components, but opportunities to design in an 
increased proportion of permeable surfaces should exist. (Note: no information was used on the uptake 
of permeable ground surface materials). 

The largest areas of change in land use are due to developments of residential properties. Observations 
across 9 local authorities showed that approximately 31% of a residential property is impermeable, 
although subject to detailed issues of design of development and individual properties. Such 
developments can have a complex granularity, with a range from 10% to 90% sealed area, varying 
depending upon the type of property (e.g. single property or terraced), size of garden, and design of 
driveway and access. This implies that design guidelines and regulations have the potential to make 
significant contributions to the outcome of developments in terms of net changes in the area of 
impermeable surfaces. 

Other small scale changes occurring in rural areas are the development of infrastructure in farms (e.g. 
hardstanding for access and storage areas), leisure (e.g. equestrian facilities), and infrastructure for 
renewable energy developments. 

 

Limitations 

Data:  
(i) Inconsistencies of input data from Ordnance Survey across urban and rural areas with 

evidence of more frequent updating of information in urban areas. 
(ii) The minimum mapping unit of the data is that of the polygons mapped by Ordnance Survey 

and represented in MasterMap Topography Layer. For those units where change has been 
reported by Ordnance Survey (e.g. in the description of the unit or the surface type) a visual 
interpretation has been made of the percentage of the land which is sealed in 2015, and 
allocated as a single value for the entire polygon. Therefore, this does not record the spatial 
distribution of sealed and unsealed features within the polygon. This may be significant if 
the data are overlaid on another dataset and assumptions about the distribution of the 
area sealed are not taken into account in subsequent interpretations. 

(iii) Explanations for anomalies in the output are predominantly related to the changes in 
classification of features by the Ordnance Survey between 2008 and 2015. Examples 
include attributes of roads which were ‘Unclassified’ in 2008 and are now recorded as a 
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sealed surface (e.g. internal roads at Bonded Warehouse). Checks were made on some 
features (e.g. internal surfaces of warehouse access, noting specific details in the OS 
MasterMap records, such as reclassifying the type to ‘Unclassified’ on 20/05/2007; and 
then to manmade after release of the data for 2008 for use in this indicator). 

(iv) Changes in coding of features in urban (e.g. garden associated with flats) and rural areas by 
Ordnance Survey (e.g. natural to multiple) with no evidence of a change in land cover. 

Interpretation: 
(i) Accuracy of the interpretation of the mapped polygon which was sealed will be lower for 

those which were irregular in shape or have irregularly distributed areas of sealed and 
unsealed land 

(ii) Areas of aerial photographs which are obscured by shadows cast by buildings or other 
features, and for which there were no other sources of information (e.g. views ground level 
views from Google StreetView, or oblique views on Bing ‘Birds eye view’) 

Analysis: 
(i) Accuracy and consistency of coding by Ordnance Survey of Natural and Manmade surfaces 

in local authorities for which all change polygons were unchecked. 
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Further information 

A summary of the information underlying this indicator can be made available in tabular form for all 
local authorities. Spatial data derived for development of the indicator can be made available for 
certain local authorities where polygon level observations were made. For further information please 
contact James Hutton Institute, David Miller (David.Miller@hutton.ac.uk) or Margaret McKeen 
(Margaret.McKeen@hutton.ac.uk). 
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Appendix One: Indicator metadata and methodology 
 
Table 1: Indicator metadata 
 

 Metadata 

Title of the indicator BB13 Proportion of local authority areas 
under impermeable surfaces; Change in 
impermeable surfacing in built-up 

Indicator contact: Organisation or individual/s 
responsible for the indicator 

ClimateXChange 

Indicator data source Spatial data on terrestrial features in 
Scotland: Ordnance Survey MasterMap 
Topographic Layer (2008 and 2015) 

Data link: URL for retrieving the indicator primary 
indicator data. 

www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/business-
and-government/products/mastermap-
products.html 

 

Table 2: Indicator data 

 Indicator data 

Temporal coverage: Start and end dates, identifying any 
significant data gaps. 

Start date: 2008 
End date: 2015 

Frequency of updates: Planned or potential updates Potentially, updates at five yearly 
intervals in a schedule designed to be 
informed by the update plan of Ordnance 
Survey  

Spatial coverage: Maximum area for which data is 
available  

All Scotland, reported at local authority 
level 

Uncertainties: Uncertainty issues arising from e.g. data 
collection, aggregation of data, data gaps 

Source data: 
OS MasterMap –  
(i) boundary accuracy – High absolute 

accuracy (to OS mapping 
standards). No changes made 
during processing. 

(ii) attribute accuracy – High accuracy. 
Changes made by OS in update 
process, and in interpretation 
using multiple sources of ancillary 
information. However, OS 
identification of Natural or 
Manmade for some rural features 
appears to be based on surface 

http://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/business-and-government/products/mastermap-products.html
http://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/business-and-government/products/mastermap-products.html
http://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/business-and-government/products/mastermap-products.html
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use rather than ground type (e.g. 
silage bag storage areas. 

(iii) minimum mapping unit – 
polygons of features as mapped by 
Ordnance Survey, each of which 
has a single value attached to 
represent the proportion of the 
polygon which is sealed land, from 
0% to 100%. 

(iv)duplicate polygons (e.g. land cover 
overlapping with land form and 
slopes; overlapping polygon 
features due to old features no 
being deleted) 

(v)  gaps in polygons (e.g. new 
features not delimited with a 
polygon – generally under 
development) 

 
Processing: 

1. Development of an estimate of 
percentage sealed for OS coding 
of ‘multiple’ class.  Limitations of 
interpretations due to - 

(i) date of imagery not   
coincident with MasterMap 

(ii) shadows over features 
(iii) ground cover hidden by 

features (e.g. trees, buildings) 
(iv) features allocated as sealed 

(e.g. land around farm 
buildings; playing fields 
allocated as artificial surfaces) 
from ancillary information 
(e.g. planning or building 
guidance; site specific 
development information)  

2. Recoding – manual interpretation 
of percentage of sealed area for 
all of 5 local authorities and part 
of 6 local authorities – to provide 
a more refined classification for 
2015 than available for 2008 
which has dependency on the 
accuracy of OS coding 

3. Uncertainty of the treatment of 
some classes (e.g. quarries) 

4. Calculation of the change in the 
area sealed assumes that the 
percentage of sealed to unsealed 
in polygons labelled by the 
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Ordnance Survey as ‘multiple’ is 
the same for 2008 as observed 
for 2015. 

Classification: 
Areas of quarries and open cast 
operations are included in the analysis, 
being tested as ‘manmade’. i.e. not 
sealed over, but arguably not a 
permeable surface. Exclusion would 
require checks for such areas developed 
across all Scotland. 

Spatial resolution: Scale/unit for which data is collected 1. Spatial unit for reporting is at 
local authority level 

2. Spatial unit for underlying 
calculations are the feature level 
polygons as mapped by Ordnance 
Survey in MasterMap; indicative 
scale of 1:10,000 and larger (i.e. 
1:1,250) 

Note: the areas used for analysis and 
calculations of proportions of area sealed 
are those from OS Boundary Line, which 
includes areas of inland waters, and parts 
of some estuaries (e.g. Inner Forth, Clyde, 
etc.) 

Categorical resolution: Potential for disaggregation of 
data into categories 

Impermeable surface:  
Yes (i.e. 100% sealed surface) 
No (i.e. 0% sealed surface) 
 
For multiple surfaces within mapped 
polygon feature: 
Percentage sealed at 10% intervals 
 
Area and proportions of impermeable 
surfaces aggregated to the level of each 
local authority  

Data accessibility: Restrictions on usage, relevant terms 
& conditions 

Numerical summary – none 
Spatial data – subject to access conditions 
of One Scotland Mapping Agreement (i.e. 
accessible to all public sector bodies in 
Scotland) 

 

Table 3 Contributing data sources 

Contributing data sources 
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Data sets used to create the indicator data, the organisation responsible for them and any URLs which 
provide access to the data. 

For supporting information a variety of sources of information was used to inform interpretation of 
the nature of the change in land use and guidance on the types of surfaces in 2015.  
 
Principal source:  

• Ordnance Survey MasterMap Topographic Layer (www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/business-and-
government/products/mastermap-products.html) 

 
Secondary and source for interpretation of surfaces to derive estimate of impermeable surface for 
mixed features: 

• Aerial imagery provided under the One Scotland Mapping Agreement (GetMapping) 
• Online aerial imagery from Google Maps, Bing Maps (vertical), Bing (oblique, ‘Birds eye’) 
• ‘Streetlevel’ photography Google StreetView, Bing Streetview 

 
Additional information for interpreting land cover types: 
• Maps published online by local authorities planning maps (ePlanning portals) 

• Housing land audits 
 
Additional information for interpreting percentages of sealed areas: 

• Sales and marketing materials from housing and commercial developers 
• Information on public sector developments (e.g. schools and new public buildings) 

 
Summary units for estimates of area and percentage of impermeable surfaces: 

• Local authority boundaries (Ordnance Survey government boundary data - 
www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/business-and-government/products/boundary-line.html) 

 

Table 4 Indicator methodology 

Indicator methodology 

The methodology used to create the indicator data 

 The indicator is based on the national mapping of the Ordnance Survey.  The basic input data is the 
MasterMap Topographic Layer, which provides national coverage at the largest (i.e. most detailed) 
geographic scale available. All analysis of spatial data was undertaken in ArcGIS v10.2 and bespoke 
Python scripts. 
 
The steps followed were:  
 

1. Two datasets of OS MasterMap were obtained, 2008 and 2012 and reselected for analysis and 
interpretation at the level of each local authority. 

2. Attributes were added to the dataset for 2015 to enable the recording of change from 2008, a 
numerical class to reflect the extent of sealing of the land, not the land cover or use, and a text 
description of the extent of the sealed area or cover (to provide a consistency check). 

3. A classification of the Ordnance Survey MasterMap classification was prepared, and translated 
into numerical classes relating to the extent of the area sealed. For Scotland a total of 681 
combinations of classes were identified.  These were translated into the simplified 
classification, based on that used or 2008, but including estimates of percentages of sealing per 
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polygon, and the identification of the nature of some areas with respect to development (e.g. 
ground being prepared for development, ground cleared by revegetated). The extended 
classification has 53 classes, developed in tests in areas in East Dunbartonshire, Stirlingshire, 
Clackmannanshire, and Dundee City. 

4. Identification of changes between the two datasets from Ordnance Survey by comparing the 
‘TOID’ and ‘Make’ between years. This enables:  
(i) the identification of those areas where changes in land use and cover had taken place 

(e.g. demolition of buildings and subsequent redevelopment), and the changes in 
associated polygon;  

(ii) changes in classification of individual features made by the Ordnance Survey (e.g. of 
MAKE between natural, manmade, multiple, unclassified, unknown).  

5. Development of an estimate of a weighted area of land sealed for polygons for which the MAKE 
was identified as ‘multiple’. This used:  
(i) On-screen interpretation of the 2015 datasets for every polygon which has evidence of 

change, including the nature of the land use and its proportion sealed.  
(ii) Analysis of the data for 2008 and 2015 to remove duplicate features and polygons 

associated with landforms (i.e. which would overstate the area of land). 
(iii) Transfer of land class for 2008 to 2015 for those polygons where there was no change 

in TOID or Make (i.e. assuming that there is no change in land cover type, and 
associated level of land sealing). 

(iv) Calculation of the weighted area using the polygons which had changed between 2008 
and 2015 in 9 local authorities, and labelled as ‘multiple’. These are primarily domestic 
gardens, but include other urban and rural features where Ordnance Survey recorded 
the MAKE as multiple. The weighted percentage of sealed land for polygons labelled as 
‘multiple’ across the 9 local authorities ranged from 28% (South Ayrshire) to 37.7% 
(Inverclyde), with an overall weighted mean of 32%. 

6. Analysis of the changes in the extent of land sealing between features for 2008 and 2015 and 
creation of output numerical estimates and datasets with attributes for use in the production 
of maps. 

The numerical estimates of net change in the sealed area, and maps of the distribution of change and 
proportion of sealed land in 2015. 
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Annex 

Annex 1 (i). Example of change in land from sealed to unsealed, or currently under development 

 

 

John Brown Shipyard, Clydebank March 1950 

(Source: Reproduced with the permission of the 
National Library of Scotland) 

Clyde waterfront, Clyde Campus, c. 2014 

(Source: OS under licence 100019294, image © 
GetMapping under One Scotland Mapping 

Agreement) 
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Annex 1 (ii). Residential properties and greenspace replacing former industrial sites (shipbuilding) 

  
Shipyards of Port Glasgow and Greenock, 1964 

Shipyards of Port Glasgow and Greenock, 1964 
(Source: photographer unknown, source: E 

Dowds) 

Port Glasgow dock area, Greenock, cleared of previous 
shipbuilding infrastructure 

(Source: Bing, 2016, oblique view, © Blom) 

  
Port Glasgow docks, cleared, dock infilled, 

residential properties being built 

(Source: OS under licence 100019294, image © 
GetMapping under One Scotland Mapping 

Agreement) 

Former dock, with new residential properties and play 
area being built  

(Source: Bing, 2016, vertical image © HERE) 
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Annex 1 (iii). Site cleared and temporarily unsealed, Falkirk 

  
Plan showing road infrastructure in place 

(Source: Falkirk Council Planning Online site) 

Photograph showing site awaiting purchase or 
lease for development 

(Source: © Google StreetView 2016, image 
capture June 2014) 

 
Land cleared, and temporarily unsealed 

(Source: OS under licence 100019294, © GetMapping under One Scotland Mapping Agreement) 
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Annex 1 (iv). Example of small scale extension of residential properties in rural population centres, Tyndrum 

  
Outline of 5 houses and associated 

gardens and road, in Tyndrum 
(Mansefield) 

(Source: OS under licence 100019294, © 
GetMapping under One Scotland Mapping 

Agreement) 

View of Mansefield development showing new area of 
sealed land for houses, road and car parking 

(Source: © Google StreetView 2016, image capture April 
2011) 

 

 

 

Annex 1 (v). Example of expansion of individual properties, and associated driveway infrastructure. 

 
Example of expansion of individual properties, and associated 

driveway infrastructure. 

(Source: OS under licence 100019294, © GetMapping under One 
Scotland Mapping Agreement) 
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Annex 1 (vi). New development in rural area, farm steading 

  
Outline of development features in area of farm 

steading 

(Source: OS under licence 100019294, image © 
GetMapping under One Scotland Mapping 

Agreement) 

New buildings and hardstanding (chalet business) 

 

(Source: Bing, 2016, vertical image © HERE) 

 

Annex 1 (vii). Extension of open cast or quarry operations 

  
Map of woodland and rough grazing, north-east 

Dalmellington (2008) 

(Source: OS under licence 100019294 under One 
Scotland Mapping Agreement) 

New open cast operations replacing woodland, 
north-east Dalmellington (2015) 

(Source: OS under licence 100019294, image © 
GetMapping under One Scotland Mapping 

Agreement) 
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Annex 1 (viii). Example of small scale changes: sealing of front gardens for off-road parking (South Ayrshire) 

 
Sealing of front gardens for off-road parking (South Ayrshire) 

(Source: © Google StreetView 2016, image capture April 2009) 

 

Annex 1 (ix). Example of design of new housing with off-road parking (Ayr) 

 
Example of design of new housing with off-road parking (Ayr) 

(Source: © Google StreetView 2016, image capture June 2015) 
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Annex 1 (x). Example of residential development with extensive areas sealed 

 
Example of residential development with extensive areas sealed 

(Source: © Google StreetView 2016, image capture April 2011) 

 
Annex 1 (xi). Greenfield development to residential properties 

  
Plan showing road infrastructure in place 

(Source: OS under licence 100019294, image © 
GetMapping under One Scotland Mapping 

Agreement) 

Photograph showing site awaiting purchase 
or lease for development 

(Source: South Ayrshire Council Planning 
Online site) 

  
Back garden of new property – unsealed 

(Source: Nicol Estate Agents, Newton Mearns) 

Front of new property – predominantly 
sealed 

(Source: Nicol Estate Agents, Newton 
Mearns) 
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Annex 1 (xii). Development site for The Royal (Dick) School of Veterinary Studies (expansion of research park). 

  
Development of the site of the Royal (Dick) School of 

Veterinary Studies, Midlothian (2009)  

(Source: OS under licence 100019294, image © 
GetMapping under One Scotland Mapping 

Agreement) 

Development of the site of the Royal (Dick) School 
of Veterinary Studies, Midlothian (2009). OS 

MasterMapTM overlaid on aerial imagery 
(Getmapping, 2009) showing development of the 

site. 

(Source: OS under licence 100019294, image © 
GetMapping under One Scotland Mapping 

Agreement) 

 

 


